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Speaking Publicly 
 

When speaking on the radio or giving a speech, it is very important that you sound 

interesting and credible (believable).  There are several ways to sound more 

interesting and this packet will cover different areas of speech to work on.  These 

techniques will also make you sound more knowledgeable and therefore more 

credible.   

 

Having a good style obviously makes a radio DJ more interesting, but it can also 

help make a broadcaster more credible.  You might think that an announcer must be 

serious all the time if he/she wants to be taken seriously.  This is not necessarily 

true.  A DJ can be credible if he/she is appropriate for the topic they are 

discussing.  For instance, Howard Stern is a “Shock Jock” (a DJ who uses shocking 

material to attract an audience) out of NYC who typically does very raunchy humor 

on his show.  However, on 9-11, Stern was broadcasting in New York during the 

hours of the crisis. He did not leave the studio, even though everyone around him 

was fleeing in a panic.  He kept broadcasting and helped provide people with 

important information.  He was appropriately serious during the tragedy and 

improved his credibility in a huge way.   

 

For someone giving a speech, it is also important to talk and act appropriately for 

the topic.   However, the best way to sound credible is to be prepared before you 

give the speech.  Research and know your stuff – don’t read it off a piece of paper 

like you’ve never seen it before!  If you are nervous about speaking publicly, the 

best advice is to practice – out loud – for short periods of time, over several days.  

The more prepared you are, the better you’ll sound, the more credible you’ll be and 

the less nervous you’ll feel! 

 

Words, themselves are not “containers of meaning”.  One word can mean several 

things, so how you say the word gives it meaning.  Before you give a speech or 

speak on the radio, there are certain vocal areas you will need to work on and 

develop.  Working on these areas will assist you in sounding more interesting and in 

establishing the correct meaning of your words.   

 

 

 

 



TONE 

Tone is the quality, timbre or texture of your voice.  It is also known as the 

“personality” of your voice.  Some people are born with a beautiful, “radio voice”.  

Others have to develop their own style to help make up for a lack of voice quality.  

Practicing out loud can aid you in improving your voice quality and knowing the 

material will help guarantee that your tone is appropriate.  Rehearsal can make your 

voice sound more romantic, cheerful or funny (depending on the tone you’re going 

for) and you can make your voice quality more pleasant through practice, as well. 
 

INFLECTION 
This part of speech is defined as the change in voice Pitch. It’s similar to hitting 

different notes up and down a music scale.  Your voice pitch will get higher or 

lower, depending on the meaning you are trying to convey.  
 

There are certain inflection rules that are consistent throughout different 

cultures and languages. For instance, your voice pitch tends to rise on the final 

word of a question, and fall on the final word of a statement.  This is similar 

throughout the world and so culturally ingrained, that you don’t even realize you’re 

doing it! 
 

It is important to use a variety of pitch changes when speaking on the radio or 

when giving a speech.  This inflection is important because it: 
  

1). Helps to hold the interest of the listener 

2). Helps convey meaning 
 

As you realize from past experience, it’s hard to be interested in someone when 

he/she speaks in a monotone.  If the audience is going to be interested, the 

speaker must sound interested in what he/she is saying. This can be done by using 

a variety of inflection and by not repeating the same inflection pattern for each 

sentence. 
 

EMPHASIS 
When writing, you can emphasize important words by using CAPITAL LETTERS, 

Italics, or underlining.  When speaking, the only way to show this emphasis is by 

giving the word a little more “punch”.  This also involves some other parts of 

speaking, like inflection and volume, but emphasis is absolutely essential in helping 

the speaker get his/her point across.  Remember, when speaking publicly:  how you 

say a word gives it meaning, and you will need to use your voice to emphasize words 

that are important. 



PACE and PAUSING 
Pace is defined as the rate of speaking.  The normal rate of speaking is about  

125-160 words per minute.  Obviously, a radio announcer must speak slowly 

enough to be understood.  However, because there is no visual stimulation on the 

radio, you must not speak too slowly.  A slow radio announcer is only good for 

bedtime shows!  When giving a speech, you also want to talk slowly enough to be 

clear, but not so slow that the audience gets bored.  Again, vary your pace to make 

the speech more interesting.  
  
Pausing typically occurs at the end of sentences and anywhere you see a comma.  

The length of the pause will depend on where you use it and what effect you hope 

to create.  For instance, you can make a word or phrase stand out by pausing 

before it, after it, or both.  You can also use a pause to get attention.  
 

**Warning** Beware of the “speed racer” technique, where the nervous speaker 

talks as quickly as possible without a single breath.  This does help to make the 

public speaking experience shorter, but often makes the speaker’s words hard to 

understand.  It’s also distracting to the audience.  If you think you will speak more 

quickly when you are nervous, write the words, “SLOW DOWN” and “PAUSE” on 

your speech outline copy.   

 

TIMING 
Timing may seem similar to pace, but it is more about knowing when to say what.  
It also means knowing how long to hold onto a phrase or pause and it is measured 

in fractions of a second.  A good comedian has timing when delivering a punch line.  

He or she knows exactly how long to wait in order to get the most laughter out of 

that final line. 

 

PRONUNCIATION 
When someone mispronounces a word, does that mean he/she is less intelligent?  

Not necessarily, but that person appears to be less intelligent to the audience.  

This means that you must always check the pronunciation of words before you 

speak.  Nothing kills someone’s credibility more when speaking in public, than 

mispronouncing a word.  It is respectful to check on the pronunciation of someone’s 

name before you go on air, or say it in a speech.  It is also important to pronounce 

names correctly, because if people hear their names mispronounced, they are more 

likely to complain to you!  You can check the pronunciation of most words in on-line 

or regular dictionaries, but when checking the pronunciation on names, you’ll 

probably have to ask someone. 



ARTICULATION 
This part of speech involves moving your lips, tongue and jaw to clearly say each 

separate syllable of a word.  It is also known as enunciation or diction.  This is 

especially important when talking on the radio, because the audience only hears the 

words once. Unless they are taping the show, they have no record of what you just 

said and therefore, no way to go back and check the information if they missed it. 
 

When giving a speech, you will need articulation to get your meaning across.  Saying 

each word clearly helps the audience to better understand what you are saying.  

Articulation also makes the speaker sound more polished and therefore, more 

credible.  Again, don’t let your nerves send you into “Speed Racer” mode, because a 

high rate of speed will negatively affect your articulation. 

 

VOLUME 
When speaking on the radio, volume seems unimportant because the announcer can 

use equipment to amplify his/her voice.  This is not true, because you need to 

project a certain level of volume to sound good on the air – even with a microphone, 

mixer and amp. 

 

When giving a speech, you will obviously need to project your voice if you do not 

have a microphone and amplifier.  It is important that everyone in the room can 

hear you.  This involves raising the volume of your voice, but you must also lift your 

head and face toward everyone in the audience.  People typically have some lip 

reading skills that help them to better “hear” what you are saying and your voice 

will project better if your head is up, and you are facing your audience. 

 
ACCURACY 
This category once again leads us back to preparation.  To be accurate, every radio 

announcer must practice his/her copy out loud before going on the air.  Hearing the 

words out loud helps the announcer to check for mistakes.  The same is true for a 

person giving a speech.  You must hear yourself saying the words, so you can detect 

inaccuracies.  Reading the copy silently in your head does not allow you to “hear” 

any mistakes in your facts or speaking style. This method also works when proof 

reading a paper.  Read the paper out loud and you will often find mistakes in 

sentence structure and grammar that you may have missed while reading it silently. 


